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Technical and clinical assessment of fluorescence in
situ hybridization: An ACMG/ASHG position
statement. I. Technical considerations
Test and Technology Transfer Committee
The initial evaluation of fluorescence in situ hybridization
(FISH) in prenatal diagnosis by the American College of Medical Genetics (ACMG) indicated several unresolved analytical
and clinical issues concerning this technology.1 During the intervening 5 years, the importance of many of the analytical
questions has waned and issues relating to its clinical use have
been clarified. Since that first ACMG position statement on
FISH,1 significant aspects of technical standardization have
been achieved leading to consensus guidelines for the analysis
of both metaphase chromosomes and interphase nuclei.2,3
These guidelines address assay standardization, appropriate
controls, analytical validation and, in specific areas such as
interphase FISH in prenatal diagnosis, clinical validation as
well. The first multicenter quality assurance reviews have appeared4 – 6 and ongoing interlaboratory FISH quality assurance
comparison programs for FISH testing are available through
the College of American Pathologists (CAP)/ACMG Laboratory Accreditation Program. These activities, principally
through the efforts of professional organizations, have contributed significantly to the recent successful Food and Drug
Administration (FDA) review and approval of commercial
FISH testing systems. Still, a number of analytical and clinical
considerations must be faced.
In this statement, we separate analytical from clinical validity and broaden the clinical considerations of FISH to include
not only prenatal diagnosis, but also uses in testing for constitutional abnormalities related to birth defects and/or mental
retardation and more general uses that are commonly thought
of as adjunctive in complementing other technologies. The discussion will focus only on the use of FISH in the human genome and not on its application to infectious disease testing.
The application of FISH testing to acquired abnormalities in
cancer will be addressed in a separate statement.

ANALYTICAL CONSIDERATIONS
The spectrum of intended probe use

Genetic testing technologies have a broad range of uses, each
with a significant clinical impact on those undergoing testing.
The identical test reagent may be used, diagnostically, both
pre- and postnatally, in identifying heritable disease in affected
individuals, or for detecting carrier states, as well as in the
clinical staging of acquired nonheritable conditions such as
cancer. Hence, it is critical to distinguish between the analytical
capability of the technology and its intended use. While determination of analytical validity has been reasonably straightforward, the lack of “gold standard” tests against which to compare FISH-based tests has limited their transfer and integration
into clinical practice.
FISH probes are commonly used to detect the presence of
specific DNA sequences either when DNA is condensed into
metaphase chromosomes or dispersed in nondividing interphase cells. The fact that hybridization of probes to metaphase
chromosomes is visualized in two dimensions while interphase
targets are three dimensional has implications for both validation of assays and the development of baseline reference
ranges. Metaphase applications generally yield clear yes/no answers while interphase applications commonly require reportable reference ranges before interpreting of results. In addition
to determining the presence or absence of particular sequences
in the genome, FISH is useful in assessing gene copy number in
some disorders (e.g., Charcot-Marie-Tooth 1A7 and breast
cancer.8,9 Depending on the size of a probe and/or the combination of sequences present, a particular probe or probe set
may be amenable to metaphase and/or interphase analysis.
Analytical uncertainty over DNA probe assays also may stem
from issues related to inherent population variation. The use of
some repeat-sequence probes has been discontinued because

This guideline is designed primarily as an educational resource for medical geneticists and other health care providers to help them
provide quality medical genetic services. Adherence to this guideline does not necessarily ensure a successful medical outcome. This
guideline should not be considered inclusive of all proper procedures and tests or exclusive of other procedures and tests that are
reasonably directed toward obtaining the same results. In determining the propriety of any specific procedure or test, the geneticist
should apply his or her own professional judgment to the specific clinical circumstances presented by the individual patient or
specimen. It may be prudent, however, to document in the patient’s record the rationale for any significant deviation from this
guideline.
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of inability to detect targeted sequences in individuals who
possess very few repeats, leading to insufficient probe label in
the targeted region which precludes visualization of the signal.10 Such probes have been eliminated as clinical discriminators. However, rare individuals in the population may still harbor polymorphisms leading to possible false positive or
negative results.

The variety of levels of regulatory “approval/clearance”

A broad array of probes are available both commercially or
as reagents developed in-house (home brew). Commercially
available products are labeled “research use only” (RUO) or
“investigational use only” (IUO). Other probes, whose uses
have been reviewed by the FDA may be cleared as in vitro
diagnostic devices (IVDs). A recently added device classification, which includes nucleic acid probes, is referred to as analyte-specific reagents (ASRs). Among the requirements are
that the FDA be notified of a manufacturer’s intent to sell ASRs
for incorporation into locally developed testing systems and
that these reagents only be sold to laboratories qualified as
“high complexity” under CLIA’88. A complication associated
with ASRs is that their marketing is independent of specific
intended uses (see above). Therefore, all tests utilizing ASRs
are required to prominently display the following (or similar)
disclaimer (21 CFR S809.30(e))11:
This test was developed, and its performance characteristics were determined by [laboratory name]. It
has not been cleared or approved by the U.S. Food and
Drug Administration. The FDA has determined that
such clearance or approval is not necessary. This test is
used for clinical purposes. Pursuant to the requirements
of CLIA ’88, this laboratory has established and verified
the test’s accuracy and precision. [Language in bold
must be used. Subsequent language may be used to clarify the required language, if desired.]
Such a statement forces laboratories to promulgate a perception of less than complete confidence in the test. This situation exists since the FDA has no intention, at present, to require “premarket review” of the ASR category of devices.
However, many reimbursement agencies demand FDA approval as evidence of the general acceptability of the test before
satisfying provider claims. The ASR category of devices clearly
eliminates the issue of FDA approval of a test as a requirement
for reimbursement since formal FDA review is not intended.
The ASR regulations defer to the CLIA’88 demands for analytic
validation of any new test prior to its introduction by a laboratory. Therefore, in the absence of an established regulatory
mechanism to determine clinical validity, it becomes increasingly important for professional organizations to offer guidance to practitioners as to accepted clinical uses of these
reagents.
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CLINICAL CONSIDERATIONS
The clinical applications of fluorescence in situ hybridization (FISH) -based testing are broad. The use may be quite
generic and adjunctive when used to determine the extent of
genomic imbalance originally identified by another testing
methodology. In this case, the choice of probes will be dictated
by the increasingly accurate and scientifically based map of the
human genome. Probe use may also be highly specific, as in
microdeletion testing. Probe use may be considered adjunctive
when confirming or characterizing an abnormality detected by
routine cytogenetics or other molecular methods. They also
may be used in diagnostic stand-alone assays when microdeletions are submicroscopic.
As DNA-probe tests and technologies evolve, it is important
to understand that one test may have several intended uses or
target populations. However, the requisite knowledge for each
of these uses is not likely to develop at the same pace. The
demonstration of scientific/clinical validity will be reasonably
straightforward and the demonstration of the analytical validity of the test system used should be fairly direct. Nonetheless,
establishing the relationship of a gene and its mutations or
variations to a particular disease does not establish the magnitude or strength of the relationship. Not infrequently, fundamental issues arise concerning the utility of a given FISH probe
(i.e., its clinical validity) and cost/benefit considerations relative to other available clinical or laboratory approaches to diagnosis and follow-up.
We will now consider the clinical uses of FISH in three main
areas: diagnosis of individuals with birth defects and mental
retardation, prenatal diagnosis and screening, and identification and monitoring of acquired chromosome abnormalities
in leukemia/cancer. In each area, the critical consideration remains a clear understanding of the capabilities and limitations
of a test to provide useful information.
I. Birth defects and mental retardation

Traditional cytogenetic analysis, detecting deletions, duplications, rearrangements and the identification of unknown
material of marker or derivative chromosomes, in individuals
with birth defects and/or mental retardation has led to an understanding of the etiology of a number of syndromes. The
clinical utility and limitations of these tests are both general
and disease specific.
Constitutional genetic disorders can arise from a variety of
mutation mechanisms, only some of which are identifiable by
FISH methods. For any entity in which FISH testing is appropriate, the yield (or clinical sensitivity of the test) is a function
of the frequency at which FISH-detectable abnormalities are
found among affected individuals. In some disorders, deletions are rare events (e.g., Rubinstein Taybi syndrome in which
11–12% of cases arise deletion)12 or, it may account for as
many as 70% of cases in other disorders (e.g., Prader-Willi and
Angelman syndromes).13,14 In the majority of FISH-diagnosed
conditions, the important issues are the phenotypic indications for testing and at what stage of the work-up FISH analysis
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is employed. These decisions are complicated by the fact that
the disorders diagnosable by FISH are relatively rare. Since the
identification of structural abnormalities as the cause of a syndromic phenotype provides a diagnostic test of as well as a tool
in risk assessment in families, it is reasonable to utilize a test
that may not detect all individuals, since no other alternatives
exist.
Regarding disorders associated with dysmorphology/birth
defects and/or mental retardation, a number of applications of
FISH exist, including microdeletion or microduplication detection, identifying derivative and marker chromosomes, or
determining ploidy states. For the most part, FISH testing is
based on clinical indications justifying the ancillary test and are
not considered part of routine testing in the absence of appropriate clinical indications. The following are conditions in
which FISH testing is the standard of practice for the identification of particular mutations.
A. Microdeletion/microduplication syndromes
Syndromes in which submicroscopic genomic gain or loss
are among the disease causing mutations pose both technical
and clinical limitations. Technical considerations include the
fact that, in many of the “contiguous gene syndromes,”15 no
given probe derives from a single disease-related gene. Rather,
the probes used are from the smallest region of overlap of those
deletions identified in the greatest number of patients. The
abnormalities present are commonly identified in metaphase
chromosomes, although probe characteristics may allow their
detection in interphase nuclei as well. The advantages of metaphase analysis lies in those patients whose deletion is secondary
to a gross chromosome rearrangement, but which is detectable
when appropriate probe combinations are used or when rou-

tine cytogenetic testing is done in conjunction with FISH testing. Clinical limitations primarily relate to variability between
disorders of the proportions of affected individuals with deletions and varies with the level of clinical suspicion.
Table 1 includes some of the most commonly utilized FISHbased tests for the detection of microdeletions and microduplications but is not intended to be comprehensive. This table
reflects those disorders in which deletion or duplication are
frequent mutational mechanisms. However, many other disorders have been reported for which microdeletion is but a
minor cause of mutation (e.g., Rubinstein-Taybi and Alagille
syndromes). In such situations, although valid, FISH testing
may have reduced clinical utility until other, more common,
etiologies are considered. In some situations, the clinical diagnosis may be highly suggestive of a syndrome in which microdeletions are common and FISH will be the primary diagnostic test. In other situations in which clinical phenotypes are
less specific or deletion a less common cause of the disorder,
routine cytogenetics may be the primary test and FISH used as
the follow-up test. Lastly, situations arise in cytogenetic testing
in which “private” and de novo rearrangements pose additional complications.
Detection of microduplications by FISH also has technical limitations related to the proximity of the duplicated probe targets
and the replication of targets during the cell cycle. In this case,
testing should be performed on the decondensed DNA of interphase nuclei. However, additional molecular methods may be
comparably effective in diagnosing such duplications.
B. Marker and derivative chromosomes
The ability of FISH methods to identify the origin of genetic
material is a function of the degree to which complementary

Table 1
Some commonly used FISH-based tests
Disorder

Abnormality

Reference

Microdeletions: stand alone with FISH being primary
Williams S.

del(7)(q11.2q11.2) [Elastin]

Ewart et al., 1993

Prader-Willi S.

del(15)(q11.2q11.2)

Cassidy and Schwartz, 1998

Angelman S.

del(15)(q11.2q11.2)

Cassidy and Schwartz, 1998

Miller-Dieker S./lissencephaly

del(17)(p13.3p13.3)

Pilz et al., 1998; Kuwano et al., 1991

HNPP (hereditary neuropathy with liability to pressure palsies)

del(17)(p11.2p11.2)

Shaffer et al., 1997

del(22)(q11.2q11.2)

Scambler et al., 1992

Wolf-Hirschhorn S.

del(4)(p15)

Altherr et al., 1991

Cri-du-chat S.

del(5)(p15)

Gersh et al., 1995

Smith-Magenis S.

del(17)(p11.2p11.2)

Juyal et al., 1995

Charcot-Marie-Tooth 1A

dup(17)(p11.2p11.2)

Shaffer et al., 1997

Pelizaeus-Merzbacher

dup(X)(q22q22)

Woodward et al., 1998

a

Velocardiofacial S.

Microdeletions: stand alone with FISH secondary to chromosome studies

Microduplication

a

Includes DiGeorge S., conotruncal anomaly face S., conotruncal heart defects, and multiple subphenotypes of these disorders.
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site-specific DNA sequence is present in the probe or probe set.
As whole chromosome or chromosome arm paint probes are
developed in parallel with the increasingly dense physical map,
probes will be further refined. However, it is important to understand the limitations imposed by both the quantity of material to be accounted for and the possibility that the target
sequence is under-represented or absent in the probe set. Although marker chromosomes are commonly assessed using
pericentromeric repeat sequence probes,22 it is critical to consider that not all marker chromosomes may contain these sequences (e.g., chromosome 8p markers).23
Some FISH assays are already generally accepted such as (1)
the determination of the origin (X vs. Y chromosome) of
markers replacing one of the sex chromosomes in which the
finding of Y chromosome derived material increases risks of
gonadoblastoma. (2) Similarly, when a sex chromosome
marker is identified in prenatal testing, FISH assays for the
presence of XIST may inform as to the risks of severe mental
retardation. An additional use of FISH, as applied to marker
chromosomes, is the (3) assessment of supernumerary inverted duplication chromosome 15s. These marker chromosomes are commonly characterized as to the presence of
coding sequences which may reflect likely phenotypic consequences. For such determinations, D15S10 or SNRPN are
commonly used FISH probes. Another marker chromosome
derived from chromosome 18 is the i(18p) which is usually
suspected by G-banding and are commonly confirmed by
FISH.24 Suspicion that a marker is derived from chromosome
22 will generally come from a combination of classical cytogenetics and clinical diagnosis of Cat-eye syndrome and is commonly confirmed using FISH probes.25 Although markers derived from nearly every human chromosome have been
reported,22 few have specific utility. However, as the clinical
phenotype of patients with markers from the pericentromeric
regions of specific chromosomes becomes available, there clinical utility will improve.
The utility of FISH in the identification of chromosomal
rearrangements and their derivatives depends on a resultant
detectable genomic imbalance and the availability of informative probe(s) which reflect the rearrangement. The development of informative probe sets to detect recurring rearrangements in cancer is a common use of FISH assays.
Individualized probe sets have also been utilized in preimplantation genetic analyses of couples with known chromosome
rearrangements.26 However, in the future, it is likely that such
individualized assays will be replaced by more generic tests
using subtelomeric probes, which will inform as to the presence of the specific telomere in question.
FISH tests may also have clinical value in determining
whether chromosomal rearrangements are balanced and assessing their boundaries. It is important to appreciate that defining the molecular breaksites of an unbalanced rearrangement may also sharpen the focus of clinical follow-up (e.g.,
marker 15s). Because most familial rearrangements have
unique breakpoints, probes are unlikely to be prequalified by a
regulatory body. Rather, they will be defined as informative
November/December 2000 䡠 Vol. 2 䡠 No. 6

only within a given family and should be analytically validated
and used on that basis. This situation is similar to the identification of cryptic rearrangements, which may have only been
partially identified or suspected by routine cytogenetics but
were subsequently either confirmed or established by FISH.
Such scenarios offer the opportunity to provide individually
tailored genetic tests and should be considered no less valid
than an assay which has broader population applicability.
C. Chromosome enumeration and ploidy states
FISH testing has been widely used to identify aneuploid and
polyploid individuals complying with analytical performance
characteristics that are commonly quite high. The main analytical concern is that the probe or probe sets have the ability to
concentrate significant signal within a small domain in the
genome (e.g., repeat sequence probes, large genomic probes
(30 –200 kb), or cocktails of unique sequence probes from a
particular chromosomal subregion). Hence, such assays only
reflect the presence of the specific targeted domains and may
not identify rearrangements which are not apparent or detectable. Mosaicism and chimeric states pose additional problems
which increase the analytical requirements of tests to deal with
relatively rare situations, depending on the specific disorder.
Because patients undergoing testing are usually suspected of
having a specific disorder, the clinical significance of a FISH
test result may provide sufficient diagnostic information for
individual patient management but insufficient information
of mutational mechanism to allow follow-up of at-risk family
members. Lastly, FISH probes are applicable to the assessment
of individuals with particular sex chromosomes disorders, including the determination of the presence of Y chromosome
material in Turner syndrome, XX males, and others.
II. Prenatal applications

Prenatal applications of FISH testing include both screening
tests and diagnostic tests.27 Again, technical issues are few, and
clinical utility raises questions as to the intended use of FISH in
testing.
A. Prenatal screening
The application of FISH to prenatal screening for common
autosomal trisomies and sex chromosome anomalies is becoming increasingly common. The primary considerations involve differing clinical sensitivity between the abnormalities
detected by classical cytogenetics versus those detected by
FISH-based assays. Although speed of diagnosis is a distinct
advantage, the increased cost of FISH must be reduced considerably before the benefit of high throughput screening would
offset the reduced rate of abnormality detection for this screening test. An important consideration continues to be the particular type of abnormality for which an individual may be at
risk. Since aneuploidy is the primary risk which increases with
maternal age, existing FISH tests will have their greatest clinical
sensitivity and utility among the oldest individuals in the population to be screened. However, in younger age groups,
among whom the vast majority of Down syndrome offspring
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are born, there is an increasing proportion of cytogenetically
normal or nonaneuploid results versus aneuploid results. Similarly, proportions of aneuploids may vary with other indicators for testing (i.e., ascertainment of abnormalities by ultrasound vs. by prenatal biochemical screening). Based on data
from several large series of prenatal diagnostic cases,27–30 an
expected and/or empiric rate of the various abnormalities detected prenatally by routine cytogenetics can be assessed as to
the likelihood that a prenatal FISH test using probes from
chromosomes X, Y, 13, 18, and 21 would detect the abnormality can be determined. Among patients presenting with advanced maternal age (AMA) ⬎ 35 years, clinical sensitivity
approaches 80%. In this context, sensitivity is defined as the
detection of abnormalities known to be associated or possibly
associated with abnormalities in liveborns. However, if one
considers those cases ascertained by abnormal ultrasound or
triple marker prenatal screening, a group which now includes
individuals of younger ages, test sensitivity is reduced. For all
patients tested prenatally for all indications, approximately
65–70% of all clinically significant cytogenetic abnormalities
would be detected by the FISH test. The detection rate rises
with increasing age (80%) due to the increased risk for nondisjunction. Although some abnormalities not detectable by FISH
(e.g., inherited balanced translocations or some marker chromosomes) may have no clinical relevance, their identification,
nonetheless, is critical in determining those rearrangements
carrying the greatest risk of leading to abnormal liveborns. It is
important to identify de novo balanced rearrangements and
marker chromosomes due to their association with clinically
significant abnormalities. Either significantly lower costs
and/or technical enhancements to available probe sets would
shift this balance in the favor of FISH utilization as the initial
study. Lastly, as in other prenatal testing, decisions to act on
laboratory test information should be supported by two of the
three possible pieces of information, i.e., (1) FISH results, (2)
routine chromosome analysis, and (3) clinical information.

B. Phenotype driven testing
Among cases ascertained via ultrasonographically identified
fetal anomalies, some may be conclusive for a syndromic diagnosis and may be approached by a “diagnostic” FISH test.
Families in which subtle or submicroscopic chromosomal abnormalities, detectable by FISH, are known to segregate will
benefit greatly from prenatal FISH studies. These situations
parallel those discussed above in the context of postnatal testing of individuals with birth defects and mental retardation.
Lastly, when proportions of normal versus abnormal cells or
the distribution of normal/abnormal cells in fetal and extraembryonic membranes is an important determinant of abnormality in the liveborn, FISH testing affords greater statistical accuracy because of larger cell samples, scorable in much short
times when compared with traditional cytogenetic analyses.
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SUMMARY
FISH technologies provide highly analytically accurate test
systems. The tests are standardizable and controllable. The majority of questions about the tests arise when considering the
appropriate circumstance in which to use the tests and the
clinical utility of the test information in that setting. Both laboratorians and clinicians should be aware of the analytical sensitivity and specificity, including false-positive and -negative
rates, of these tests.
At this time, the American College of Medical Genetics recommends that:
1. FISH testing be considered a highly useful and accurate
test for the diagnosis of microdeletions and for the identification of unknown material in the genome. In disorders in which FISH testing provides results not possible
from standard cytogenetic testing, the testing is standalone and should be accepted as such.
2. Microduplication analysis can be a useful test for disorders in which tandem duplication is among the mutation
types. When validating such assays to establish reportable
reference ranges, additional attention should be paid to
background rates of target replication in controls. (Exclusive licensing agreements that monopolize or significantly reduce the sources of testing may prevent external
quality assurance.3)
3. Those requesting interphase FISH testing for prenatal diagnosis or screening should be fully aware of what these
focused tests can and cannot do (clinical sensitivity and
specificity) relative to the predicate “gold standard” of
chromosome analysis, including false-positives and falsenegatives. Regardless of intended clinical use, it is clear
that the high analytical sensitivity and specificity of these
tests provides a highly accurate result for those abnormalities detectable by these tests.
a. For management of the fetus, it is reasonable to report positive FISH test results. Clinical decisionmaking should be based on information from two of
three of the following: positive FISH results, confirmatory chromosome analysis, or consistent clinical
information.
b. For management of reproductive risks in families in
which a fetus is identified as positive by FISH, positive results should be further characterized using traditional chromosome analysis to determine mutational mechanism accounting for the FISH detected
abnormality.
Approved by the American College of Medical Genetics Board of
Directors on March 7, 2000.
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